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Fault-Tolerant Multisubset Aggregation
Scheme for Smart Grid

Xiaodi Wang, Yining Liu , and Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo

Abstract—As smart cities and nations are fast becoming
a reality, so does the underpinning infrastructure, such as
smart grids. One particular challenge associated with smart
grid implementation is the need to ensure privacy pre-
serving multisubset data aggregation. Existing approaches
generally require the collaboration of a trusted third party
(TTP), which may not be practical. This also increases the
threat exposure, as the attacker can now target the TTP who
may be servicing several smart grid operators. Therefore,
in this article, a fault-tolerant multisubset data aggregation
scheme is proposed. Our scheme aggregates the total elec-
tricity consumption value, and obtains the number of users
and the total electricity consumption in different numerical
intervals, without relying on any TTP. Detailed system anal-
ysis shows that our scheme prevents the leakage of single
data, as well as guarantees the efficiency when new user
joins and existing user leaves. Findings from our evaluation
also demonstrate that system robustness is achieved with
negligible cost.

Index Terms—Fault tolerance, multisubset aggregation,
privacy, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
S OUR society becomes “smarter,” more of our infrastruc-

ture (including those in the critical infrastructure sectors)

will also transition to smart, Internet-connected systems. Ex-

amples include smart grids, which are known to offer a broad

range of benefits over conventional power grids, for instance, in

terms of communication and data analytical capabilities. How-

ever, there are also privacy considerations, perhaps except for

authoritarian countries. For example, the analysis of individual

user consumption data can help to inform real-time charging
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demands and pricing strategy. However, we need to ensure that

such benefits do not come at the cost of infringing user privacy

or safety. To strike a balance data utility and data privacy, one

can use data aggregation solutions. In detail, smart meters (SMs)

with limited resources periodically collect and send processed

data to the aggregator (AG), for example, using some secure and

efficient encryption technique. The AG then computes the sum

of the received data, whose result is generally not “interpretable”

by the AG. In other words, only the data center (DC) can decrypt

the aggregated ciphertext and obtain the sum of the user’s raw

data [1]–[3].

The interest in data aggregation is evidenced by the number of

schemes presented in the literature [4]–[6]. In [7], for example, a

privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme based on differen-

tial privacy to resist human-factor-aware attacks was presented.

Vahedi et al. [8] proposed a secure data aggregation to resist

internal attackers. However, in their approach, only the sum in

the aggregation area can be obtained. In addition, initialization

operation needs to be executed whenever a new user joins, which

is not practical in a deployment where the user needs to join

or exit frequently. In [9], a simple and efficient data aggrega-

tion scheme was proposed, and the authors in [10] presented

an efficient data aggregation for mobile edge computing that

achieves low latency and fast access for an Internet of Things

(IoT) setup. In [11], an efficient privacy-preserving protocol for

smart metering systems was presented.

In addition to privacy, there are also other desirable features

such as multisubset aggregation. In 2015, for example, Erkin

[12] used the Chinese Remainder Theorem and homomorphic

encryption to implement data aggregation. Their approach uses

statistics of user groups in different regions in their computation,

while seeking to preserve user’s privacy. There have been sev-

eral other multidimensional aggregation schemes (e.g., [13]),

as well as subset data aggregation schemes designed for fine-

grained analysis and decision-making [14], [15]. Supporting

users dynamic join and exit is also another essential requirement.

The virtual aggregation domain was proposed in 3PDA [16],

which allows users to join the data aggregation dynamically.

In [17], false data injection attack resistance is achieved using

the blinding factor. However, it is vulnerable to collusion attacks

from control centers and fog devices, and cannot support users

dynamic join and exit. In [18], a privacy-preserving truth discov-

ery scheme was introduced, which relies on two noncolluding

cloud platforms in the crowd sensing system. However, it is

not designed for situations where users need to join and exit

frequently.
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Some solutions require the assistance of a trusted third party

(TTP) to distribute relevant security parameters. There have been

many schemes designed based on the smart metering architec-

ture presented in [19]. For example, a decentralized efficient

privacy-preserving and selective aggregation scheme with a

multirecipient model was introduced in [20]. More recently, in

2019, Mustafa et al. [21] proposed another secure and privacy-

preserving protocol in the multirecipient model, based on the

combination of both multiparty computation and the linear secret

sharing. Following [21] a privacy-preserving data collection

and access control scheme named EPDA was proposed by

Alsharif et al. [22], which not only protects individual user’s

personal consumer data (PCD) but also hides the customers’

distribution of each supplier. Similarly, Lu et al. [23] proposed

a novel privacy-preserving set aggregation scheme to achieve

two-subset aggregation from single aggregated data. How-

ever, the approach requires the distribution of blinding factor

through an offline TTP. In [24], a human-factor-aware privacy-

preserving scheme designed to resist human-factor-aware differ-

ential aggregation attacks was proposed. It also involves a TTP.

Li et al. [25] proposed a privacy-preserving multisubset data

aggregation (PPMA), where user power data of different ranges

are aggregated. PPMA relies on a TTP in the generation

and distribution of relevant security parameters. However, re-

liance on a fully trusted entity in an IoT environment reduces

the robustness of the system and increases the maintenance

cost.

Hence, there have been attempts to design schemes without

relying on any TTP. Ni et al. [26] presented an efficient data

aggregation without involving any TTP, and user’s privacy is

preserved even if all entities in the system are not fully trusted.

He et al. [27] proposed a privacy-preserving multifunction data

aggregation scheme, also without a TTP. The protocol utilizes

Shamir’s secret sharing to allow SMs to negotiate aggregation

parameters. In 2019, for example, Xue et al. [28] proposed

a privacy-preserving service outsourcing (PPSO) scheme for

real-time pricing demand response in the smart grid. PPSO

is designed to achieve fault tolerance and facilitate flexible

customers’ enrollment and revocation. However, it cannot resist

attacks from the power utility (i.e., insider attacks). Such attacks

can have devastating consequences, and are generally more

challenging to detect and prevent [29]. As an insider attack may

go undetected much longer than attacks from external sources,

the consequences (e.g., legal and financial implications) will

also be severe. Therefore, we posit the importance of designing

aggregation schemes to be resilient to insider attacks.

In this article, a fault-tolerant multisubset aggregation

(FTMA) scheme is proposed. FTMA not only eliminates the

reliance on TTP, but also allows the number of users and the

total power consumption in each area to be obtained and has the

following properties:

1) Nonreliance on TTP: This minimizes or eliminates per-

formance bottleneck, as well as the need to trust an

external entity.

2) Privacy: The aggregation value is obtained and published,

while preserving individual user privacy (since individual

data is not available to other users/consumers).

3) Fault tolerance: The scheme is executed even if some

SMs are nonfunctional. Maximum utilization of the col-

lected data is achieved, and the data of the faulty user is

omitted.

4) Dynamic entry and exit: The complicated initialization

is not repeatedly executed, when a new user joins or an

existing user leaves.

5) Insider attack resiliency: The proposed scheme is secure

against the attacks from system insider (including DC).

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II and

III, the preliminaries (i.e. Paillier cryptosystem, bilinear pairing,

and assumptions), and the system and privacy attacker models

are introduced, respectively. Section IV presents our proposed

protocol, is presented in Section IV, followed by its security

and performance evaluation in Section V. Finally, Section VI

concludes this article.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let G1, G2 be a cyclic addition group on elliptic curve and a

cyclic multiplication with the same order q, where q is a large

prime and P0 is a generator of G1. ê : G1 ×G1 → G2 satisfies

the following properties (see also [17]):

1) Bilinearity: ê(xP, yQ) = ê(P,Q)xy for ∀x, y ∈ Z
∗
q ,

∀P,Q ∈ G1. (Z∗
q is a set {1, 2, . . . , q − 1}; more details

can prefer the reference).

2) Nondegeneracy: ê(P0, P0) �= 1G1
.

3) Computability: for all P,Q ∈ G1, there is an efficient

algorithm to compute ê(P,Q).
Paillier cryptosystem [25] comprises three algorithms:

1) Key generation: Selects two large prime number p and q,

and then computes λ = lcm(p− 1, q − 1) and N = pq,

the function (lcm means take the least common multiple

of two numbers and |p| = |q| = l (|p| and |q| is the length

of p and q), assuming l is 512 bits. Define function

L(x) = x−1
N

, choose a generator g ∈ Z
∗
N 2 , and com-

pute µ = (L(gλ mod N 2))−1 mod N . The public key is

(N, g) and the private key is (λ, µ).
2) Encryption: Given a message m ∈ Z

∗
N , selects a ran-

dom number r ∈ Z
∗
N 2 and calculates the ciphertext c =

E(m) = gm · rN mod N 2.

3) Decryption: Given ciphertext c ∈ Z
∗
N 2 , computes the

plaintext as: m = L(cλ mod N 2) · µ mod N 2.

In addition, two assumptions are used in our article:

Assumption 1: (DBDH: Decisional Billinear Diffie-Hellman

assumption [30]). Given P0, aP0, bP0 ∈ G1 for unknown a, b ∈
Z

∗
q and R ∈ G2, deciding whether ê(P0, P0)

ab = R.

Assuming that the DBDH assumption holds in (G1, G2)
for any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm B, the

following condition is true:
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Pr
[

a, b ← Z
∗
q; 1 ← B

(

P0, aP0, bP0, e(P0, P0)
ab
)]

−Pr
[

a, b ← Z
∗
q;R←RG2; 1 ← B (P0, aP0, bP0, R)

]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

≤ v (γ)

In the above equation, v(·) is a negligible function, i.e.,

v(·) < 1/poly(γ) for every polynomial function poly (·), and

γ is a parameter to determine the computational complexity
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Fig. 1. Design goals.

or security level with sufficient size that reduces the risk of

brute-force attack.

Assumption 2: (CDHA: Computational Diffie–Hellman As-

sumption). Given P0, aP0, bP0 ∈ G1 where a, b ∈ Z
∗
q , it is com-

putationally infeasible to compute abP0 ∈ G1.

III. MODELS

The system model and privacy attacker model are introduced

in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively.

A. System Model

The system includes three entities: DC, AG, and SM.

1) SM: Each user equipped with SM collects the electricity

data and sends the encrypted data to AG. In this article,

user and SM are used interchangeably.

2) AG: AG receives and aggregates the data from n users,

and sends the result to DC. For instance, it could be an

edge server or a fog node.

3) DC: DC owns the computing and storage capabilities

of generating and distributing security parameters, and

decrypting the data from AG. Also, DC publishes or

shares the privacy-preserving data to data consumer.

B. Privacy Attacker Model

In traditional attacker models, the attacker is assumed to carry

out various of attacks such as denial of service (DoS) attacks,

eavesdropping attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, tampering

attacks, impersonation attacks, and replay attacks. However, in

this article, we assume that there exists secure communication

channel between the authorized entities, and hence we only

consider privacy attacker in our model (see Fig. 1).

As discussed earlier, privacy is a crucial consideration in data

publishing, and a key threat to privacy is the insider [1], [21]. In

our context, AG, DC, or SM are all potential privacy attackers

in the sense that they may attempt to deduce useful information

from the messages they receive although they are authorized

entities in the data aggregation system. We assume that the

insider attacker A can launch multiple attacks, and A may also

monitor the communications among the entities in the system.

In addition, A may attempt to compromise other users, in their

attempts to obtain the corresponding security parameters and

other useful information about these users. However, there are

some basic considerations for the privacy attack assumption:

1) System entities including AG, DC, and SM have a com-

mon interest of publishing the privacy-preserving data.

Fig. 2. Proposed faulttolerant multisubset data aggregation (FTMA)
scheme.

2) AG, DC, and SMs are all authorized entities, and any fab-

ricated/injected/modified message can be easily identified

and punished [31].

IV. OUR PROPOSED FTMA SCHEME

In this section, our FTMA scheme without TTP is presented,

which consists of five phases: system setup, individual data

encryption, cipher aggregation, aggregated cipher encryption,

and fault tolerance mechanism (see also Fig. 2).

A. System Setup

The electricity consumption data is classified into k contin-

uous subsets, [R1, R2), [R2, R3), . . . , [Rk, E], where R1 = 0,

E = max, and mi ∈ [Ri, Ri+1) indicates that mi is not less

than Ri but less than Ri+1.

Step 1: DC selects a security parameter l and uses gen(l) to

compute (h, P0, G1, G2, ê), where P0 is the genera-

tor of G1 and h is the order of G1. Then, DC selects

two independent large prime numbers p and q, where

|p| = |q| = l. Then, DC computes both public key

(N = pq, g) and private key (λ, µ) of the Paillier

cryptosystem.

Step 2: DC computes a group of coefficient

{a1, a2, . . . , ak}, where a1 = 1, ai >
∑i−1

j=1 aj ·
(Rj+1 −Rj) · n, (i = 2, . . . , k).

Step 3: DC computes another group of coefficient

{b1, b2, . . . , bk}, and bi > b0 + b0 · n
i−1, b0 >

ak · E · n+
∑k−1

j=1 aj ·Rj+1 · n, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
where n is the total number of users in the

aggregation area.
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Step 4: DC selects two secure hash functions: H1 :
{0, 1}∗ → Z

∗
N , H2 : G2 → Z

∗
q , and publishes

{(

R1, g
a1 , gb1

)

, . . . ,
(

Rk, g
ak , gbk

)

, H1, H2, N, g, P0

}

.

B. Individual Data Encryption

Assuming there are {user1, user2, . . . , usern} in a resi-

dential area, and data mi is collected from useri. If mi ∈
[Rj , Rj+1), useri is classified into subset Uj . Notably, U =
{U1 ∪ U2 ∪ . . . ∪ Uk} and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅. Using the blinding

factor k′i and (gaj , gbj ), useri encrypts its ∆mi = mi −Rj

by computing

ci = gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod N 2

SM then sends ciphertext ci to AG.

The blinding factor k′i is updated as follows: all users execute

the assignment operation k′i := N at first (the symbol := repre-

sents the former variable is set as the latter number). Then, useri
selects random number ski ∈ Z

∗
p, and generates public key

pki = ski · P0. The one-time key is ri · P0, where ri is a random

number. useri chooses some collaborating users (maybe one or

multiple people, normally three or more for security) to update

the blinding factor. For example, useri chooses userj to update

the blinding factor, userj selects random number skj ∈ Z
∗
p,

and calculates public key pkj = skj · P0. The one-time key

is rj · P0, where rj is a random number. Then, useri sends

{pki, ri · P0} to userj , and userj sends {pkj , rj · P0} to useri.
If i > j, useri’s k

′
i is

k′i := k′i −H2 (ê (pkj , ski · ri · rj · P0))

and userj’s k′j is

k′j := k′j +H2 (ê (pki, skj · rj · ri · P0))

Otherwise, useri’s k
′
i is

k′i := k′i +H2 (ê (pkj , ski · ri · rj · P0))

and userj’s k′j is

k′j := k′j −H2 (ê (pki, skj · rj · ri · P0))

Each user can randomly select when to update the blinding

factor.

C. Cipher Aggregation

AG aggregates the received ciphertext ci by computing

C =
n
∏

i=1

ci

=
n
∏

i=1

gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod N 2

= g
∑k

j=1 aj ·
∑

i∈Uj
∆mi · g

∑k
j=1 bj ·|Uj | ·H1(t)

∑n
i=1 k

′
i mod N 2

= g
∑k

j=1 aj ·
∑

i∈Uj
∆mi · g

∑k
j=1 bj ·|Uj | ·H1(t)

ΩN mod N 2

Algorithm 1: Recover (D).

for i = k to 1 do

|Ui| = (D −D mod bi)/bi
D = D − (bi · |Ui|)
end for

for i = k to 1 do

M = (D −D mod ai)/ai
D = D − (ai ·M)
Mi = M +Ri · |Ui|
end for

return {|U1|, |U2|, . . . , |Uk|}, {M1,M2, . . . ,Mk}

In
∑n

i=1 k
′
i = Ω ·N , Ω ∈ n and n denote the total number of

users in a residential area.

AG sends the ciphertext aggregation C to DC.

D. Aggregated Cipher Decryption

DC decrypts using the private key (λ, µ):

D =

⎛

⎝

k
∑

j=1

aj
∑

i∈Uj

∆mi

⎞

⎠+

⎛

⎝

k
∑

j=1

bj · |Uj |

⎞

⎠

DC executes Algorithm 1 to obtain the number of users and the

sum in each subset, {|U1|, |U2|, . . . , |Uk|}, {M1,M2, . . . ,Mk},

and |Ui|means the number of users whose data fall inUi, andMi

is the whole power consumption in Ui. Accordingly,
∑k

i=1 |Ui|

is the total number of users, and
∑k

i=1 Mi is the whole value in

the area.

E. Fault Tolerance

As SM has limited resources, the probability of device mal-

function or battery exhaustion is non-negligible. Thus, fault tol-

erance is essential. Specifically, AG sets the counter count = 0

at the beginning, and count := count+ 1 when AG receives a

ciphertext from a user, and stores the serial number of the SM.

Step 1: if count < n (n is the number of users) in

an aggregation period, this implies some SM(s)

has/have failed. For example, if ciphertext of useri
is not received, then AG publishes the message

{ useri break down }.

Let us assume that useri renews the blinding factor with

userj , and userj executes the following operations to update

the blinding factor:

Step 2: userj removes H2(ê(pki, skj · rj · ri · P0)) from

the current blinding factor k′i (when the user per-

forms a blinding factor update with another user, the

mutually negotiated number and the corresponding

user serial number are stored in their own database),

that is,

k′j :=k′j+H2(ê(pki,skj ·rj ·ri ·P0))

−H2(ê(pki,skj ·rj ·ri ·P0))
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Step 3: All users upload the ciphertext again, with the ex-

ception of useri.
The number of users and the relationship that need to be

exchanged for the blinding factor renewal are uncertain. In

addition, nobody knows who has been chosen to collaborate

to update the blinding factor except the user. When the user

(whose SM has failed) is announced by the AG, the bilinear pair

generated with the user (whose SM has failed) is then removed.

Remark: When a new user joins the system, the new user

selects some users as its collaborators, and updates its blinding

factor. When an old user log out, the old user sends a logout

message to all users and AG. Then, its collaborator updates the

blinding factor.

V. SYSTEM EVALUATION

To demonstrate that our scheme achieves the design goals, we

will use the following: the game between a simulator C and an

adversary A . In addition, A can execute the following queries.

1) System parameters initialization: The initialization algo-

rithm Init is run by C , which takes the security parameter

k as the input and produces system parameters Params

as the output. Then, C returns Params to A .

2) Data (mi) encryption: C runs the blinding factor update

algorithm Update to generate the blinding factor k′i. C

also runs the encryption algorithm Encrypt to encrypt

mi of useri to produce ciphertext ci with k′i and Params.

Then, C sends ci to A .

3) Ciphertext (ci) aggregation: C runs the aggregation al-

gorithm Aggregate to take ciphertext ci as the input, and

produces aggregated ciphertext C as the output. Then, C

sends C to A .

4) Aggregated ciphertext (C) decryption: The decryption

algorithm Decrypt is executed by C . Decrypt takes

both C and Params as the input, in order to output the

aggregated result D.

5) Fault tolerance mechanism: This is an optional mecha-

nism, in the sense that it is not executed every time. C runs

the fault tolerance algorithm Tolerance to take as input

the number of received ciphertext. Then, it will produce

as output the message indicating whether any user has

failed. Then, C sends this message to A .

Definition 1 (Correctness): The correctness of aggregation is

achieved when

Pr[Params ← Init(k); k′i ← Update;

ci ← Encrypt (k′i, Params) ;C ← Aggregate
(

{ci}i∈Ω
)

;

Decrypt(C,Params) = 1] = 1

Ω ∈ n and n denote the total number of users in a residential

area.

A. Security Theorem

Theorem 1: The proposed FTMA achieves correctness.

Proof: If Ω = n (no user has failed), each useri selects β
(β = 3, 4, . . ., n; n is the total number of users in a residential

area) users to update his/her blinding factor k′i. useri executes

Encrypt with k′i and Params to produce

ci = gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod N 2

and sends ci to AG. AG runs Aggregate to generate the aggre-

gated ciphertext C and sends C to DC. Note that the sum of a

pair of blinding factors generated by the blinding factor updating

process with only two participants is 2N , due to the following

reason:

The blinding factor k′i of each useri is initialized to N
at first, and assume that useri, (i ∈ [1, n]) executes blinding

factor update operation with userm, (m ∈ [1, n], i > m); the

operations are as follows:

k′i := k′i −H2 (ê (pkm, ski · ri · rm · P0))

:= N −H2

(

ê(P0, P0)
skm·ski·ri·rm

)

userm updates its blinding factor k′m as follows:

k′m := k′m −H2 (ê (pki, skm · ri · rm · P0))

:= N −H2

(

ê(P0, P0)
ski·skm·ri·rm

)

Obviously, k′i + k′m = 2N , and the following equation is

obtained:

C =

n
∏

i=1

ci

=

n
∏

i=1

gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod N 2

= g
∑k

j=1 aj ·
∑

i∈Uj
∆mi · g

∑k
j=1 bj ·|Uj | ·H1(t)

∑n
i=1 k

′
i mod N 2

= gD ·
(

H1(t)
Ω
)N

mod N 2

= gD · rN mod N 2

where D = (
∑k

j=1 aj
∑

i∈Uj
∆mi) + (

∑k
j=1 bj · |Uj |), and

r = H1(t)
Ω

.

At this point, C satisfies the standard encryption formula

of the Paillier encryption algorithm. Hence, DC obtains the

aggregated result D by executing Decrypt with C and Params.

In addition, Our FTMA achieves

Pr[Params ← Init(k); k′i ← Update;

ci ← Encrypt (k′i, Params) ;C ← Aggregate
(

{ci}i∈Ω
)

;

Decrypt(C,Params) = 1] = 1.

Therefore, correctness is demonstrated. �

B. Analysis

Scenario 1: FTMA is resilient to attacks by AG.

Proof: Assuming that AG attempts to deduce a user’s

plaintext from ciphertext ci = gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod N 2.
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Since AG knows nothing about the private key (λ, µ) of the Pail-

lier cryptosystem and the blinding factor k′i, AG cannot decrypt

ci = gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod N 2 to obtain the plaintext.�

Scenario 2: FTMA is resilient to privacy attacks by DC.

Proof: Although DC decrypts C =
∏n

i=1 ci with the pri-

vate key (λ, µ) to obtain the aggregated result D =

(
∑k

j=1 aj
∑

i∈Uj
∆mi) + (

∑k
j=1 bj · |Uj |), DC cannot decrypt

each single user’s ciphertext ci = gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod

N 2 without the blinding factor k′i. Therefore, each single’s

plaintext is still privacy for DC. �

Scenario 3: FTMA is resilient to collusion attack from AG

and DC.

Proof: Assuming that AG and DC collude and

share ci = gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod N 2 and (λ, µ).

However, the decryption requires the blinding factor

k′i:=k′i −H2(ê(pkj , ski · ri · rj · P0)) (useri updates

the blinding factor with userj). Even if DC and AG

obtain (pki, ri · P0, pkj , rj · P0) from the public channel,

it is computationally challenging for them to compute

(ski · ri · rj · P0) from pki = ski · P0 and ri · P0, rj · P0

due to the hard problem assumption CDHA. In addition, ski
and ri can not be deduced from pki and ri · P0 due to the

discrete logarithm hard problem over elliptic curve. Thus, k′i is

unknown by DC and AG. �

Scenario 4: Even if several users collaborate and attempt to

obtain a user’s data, this collusion attack is computationally

infeasible.

Proof: Assuming that useri (i ∈ [1, n], n is the number of

users) executes blinding factor update with userm (m ∈ [1, n]),
then executes with userk, (k ∈ [1, n]) (i.e., the number of col-

laborators is 2), where i > m and i > k. The process of blinding

factor update is as follows:

useri’sk
′
i is initialized toN ,useri updates the blinding factor

k′i with userm as

k′i := k′i −H2 (ê (pkm, ski · ri · rm · P0)) .

Then, useri executes the update with userk as

k′i :=k′i−H2 (̂e(pkm, ski ·ri ·rm ·P0))−H2 (̂e(pkk, ski ·ri ·rk ·P0)) .

�

Assume userm and userk try to collude with DC to obtain

mi of useri. Under the assumption that attackers know mi

falls in [Rj , Rj+1), they can recover mi by obtaining ∆mi

where ∆mi = mi −Rj . To obtain ∆mi from ciphertext ci =
gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)

k′
i mod N 2, the privacy key (λ, µ) and the

blinding factor k′i are necessary. For recovering the blinding

factork′i,userm provides the number negotiated withuseri, that

is,H2(ê(pkm, ski · ri · rm · P0)). Let us also assume that userk
provides the negotiated number H2(ê(pkk, ski · ri · rk · P0)),
which is negotiated with useri to DC. Then, DC provides the

private key (λ, µ) of the Paillier cryptosystem and utilizes k′i to

derive ∆mi from ciphertext ci = gaj ·∆mi · gbj ·H1(t)
k′
i mod

N 2. Although the attacker has the private key, the user’s mi

cannot be decrypted unless the attacker also has access to the

correct blind factor k′i. This is because the victim may update

the blinding factor once more before the attacker(s) obtain the

TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COSTS: A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

latest correct blinding factor, regardless of whether the attacker

has updated the blinding factor with the victim. Hence, we

demonstrate that the scheme is resilient to collusion attack.

Scenario 5: Fault tolerance is achieved, and the troubleshoot-

ing operation does not leak anything useful about the users’

collaboration relation.

Proof: Here, fault tolerance refers to terminal devices failing

to send data normally. Cases such as AG failure and deliberate

sending of fake data by SM are beyond the scope of fault

tolerance. �

The fault-tolerant mechanism typically includes fault detec-

tion, troubleshooting, and aggregation operations. We imple-

ment these in three steps, namely: 1) using a counter to detect the

fault; 2) when the collaborator of the faulty equipment updates

the blind factor, other entities are unaware; and 3) when some

users in the system fail, the system can still obtain their aggre-

gated value by making normal users reupload the ciphertext.

In other words, FTMA can still be functionally executed with

our fault tolerance mechanism to obtain the result even if some

SMs fail to work. Meantime, the aggregated result excluding

the data of the failed SM is almost identical to the original

aggregation value for the data consumer out of the aggregation

system. Furthermore, since all devices reupload the data, there is

no way to know who had ever collaborated with the failed device,

thus protecting the privacy of the user’s blind factor. Although

this process incurs additional computational and communication

costs, the probability of executing the fault tolerance mechanism

is very low. In other words, we achieve an optimal trade-off

between computation and communication overheads and fault

tolerance, and the additional overheads will be presented next.

C. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance comparative summary of

FTMA and NPSA [23], PPMA [25], and PPSO [28] is presented.

1) Computation Cost: The execution times of exponentia-

tion, point multiplication, hash and bilinear pairing Te, Tmul,

TH and Te are, respectively, 0.572, 1.476, 1.001, and 2.187 ms,

from the executions on a laptop with Intel Core i5-3230 M CPU

@2.60 GHz and 4.00 GB memory, using the PBC and OpenSSL

library.

1) User’s computation cost: In FTMA, the cost incurred by

the user during encryption is 4Te + 2Tmul + TH , and

the blind factor update incurs a computational cost of

3 × (2Tmul + Tb + TH); hence, totaling 4Te + 8Tmul +
4TH + 3Tb.

2) AG’s computation cost: In the data aggregation process,

four schemes (i.e., our FTMA, NPSA [23], PPMA [25],

and PPSO [28]) incur cost of (n · Tmul).
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Fig. 3. Computation costs: a comparative summary.

TABLE II
SECURITY FEATURES: A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

A comparative summary is shown in Table I. Fig. 3 depicts

the computation overheads of FTMA, NPSA [23], PPMA [25],

and PPSO [28], with varying user group size. A comparative

summary of the properties is presented in Table II, and FTMA

is more robust than other schemes, with negligible additional

overheads.

As the blinding factor is key to protecting user-sensitive data,

it can have an impact on user’s computation and communication

costs. Thus, we evaluated the impact of the blinding factors

generated by different numbers of users on the system runtime.

We assume that there is an aggregation area with 1000 users.

Fig. 4 shows the computation overheads incurred by the updates

of the blinding factor with varying sizes. When the blinding

factor is generated by 10 users, the computation overhead is

43 ms, and when the blinding factor is generated by 500 users,

the computation overhead is 117 ms. This demonstrates the

efficiency of our protocol.

2) Dynamic Customer’s Enrollment and Revocation: As-

suming that 100 users join or leave a residential area with 1000

users, and eight subsets in data aggregation.

1) When a new user joins the system, the additional op-

eration cost is 6 × (2Tmul + Tb + TH) (and this is not

affected by the number of users in the system).

2) When a user exits from the system, the operations in-

clude only three subtraction or addition (i.e., the cost is

negligible).

Fig. 4. Costs incurred for blinding factor updating.

Fig. 5. Computation costs incurred by user(s) joining: a comparative
summary.

Compared with PPMA [25], PPSO [28], and NPSA [23] in

Figs. 5 and 6, FTMA is efficient and practical.

3) Fault Tolerance: If the SM collects and sends data every

15 min, the annual computation and communication overheads

are 35 040. If we assume an SM fails once in 3 years, the

failure probability of each computation and communication is

nearly 1/100 000 = 0.00001. Accordingly, the probability that

at least one user fails to work in an residential area with 100

users is 1 − 0.99999100 ≈ 0.001. Since the failure probability

of standard industrial SM is much lower than 0.00001, the

probability of executing the fault tolerance mechanism is re-

duced to nearly zero. Under the assumption that the length

of Paillier encryption output is 256 bits, when the fault toler-

ance mechanism is executed, each SM’s additional computation

cost is only 4Te + 2Tmul + TH . The AG’s additional cost is

((n− 1)× Tmul), wheren is the total number of the aggregation
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Fig. 6. Computation costs incurred by user(s) exiting: a comparative
summary.

area. The SM’s additional communication cost is 256 bits and

AG’s additional communication cost is (n− 1)× 256 bits.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, a data aggregation scheme without relying on

TTP was proposed to achieve multisubset aggregation. Using

our scheme allows one to obtain and publish more fine-grained

result. The in-built fault-tolerance mechanism also guarantees

the system to be functional even if some terminal devices fail.
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